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Abstract 

Given the political climate of 2017, it has become a scholarly responsibility for philosophers to 

provide clarity and reflection on the character and conditions of racism and white supremacy. 

Toward this task, on the one hand, we can offer straightforward definitions for racism and white 

supremacy. Racism involves the “hostility, contempt, condescension, or prejudice on the social 

basis of social practices of racial classification, and the wider phenomena of social, economic, 

and political mistreatment that often accompany such classification.” White supremacy is “an 

ideology—which often comes with a set of distinct practices—that promotes a hierarchical 

understanding of race where Caucasians are defended as superior.” On the other hand, we gain a 

much more complex and substantive explanation on the conditions and character of racism and 

white supremacy through an analysis of the academic writings of the American philosopher 

Cornel West (1953 – ). West teaches us that race relates to the categories of power, sin, and 

tragedy.     

Argument 

In addition to being one of the most important public intellectuals in the U. S. A., Cornel West 

has become an important voice for Black Lives Matter. West’s popular book, Race Matters, 

provides lay readers and scholars of West’s work with a trade book version of his thoughts on 

race and racism. While this book remains a necessary read for American citizens, I find that we 

gain a more substantial philosophy of race by examining West’s arguments about race found in 

his academic writings. For my purposes, these writings consists of the following books: 

Prophesy Deliverance! An Afro-American Revolutionary Christianity (1982), The American 

Evasion of Philosophy: A Genealogy of Pragmatism (1989), The Ethical Dimensions of Marxist 

Thought (1991), Keeping Faith: Philosophy and Race in America (1993), and selections from 

The Cornel West Reader (2000). My thesis is that West’s philosophy of race should not be 

labeled or understood as a ‘pragmatist account of race’ but, rather, as a ‘transcendentalist 

genealogy of race, racism, and white supremacy’. By Transcendentalist, I mean that West tends 

to focus on the conditions and character of race and the reactions in relation to race (racism and 

white supremacy). By claiming that West does not offer a pragmatist account race, I mean that 

West does not tend toward making predictions concerning the consequences of racism and white 

supremacy. More than 19th century Transcendentalism allows, West thinks of racism and white 

supremacy through the religious categories of sin and sinfulness. According to West, sin and 

sinfulness lead to tragedy within the world—which means that West’s Transcendentalism ought 

to be described in terms of a tragedy-centered or Tragic Transcendentalism. To defend my thesis, 



I focus primarily on three aspects of West’s thinking: first, I give a close reading of West’s “A 

Genealogy of Modern Racism” found in Prophesy Deliverance; second, I bring to light the 

tension that arises between Ralph Waldo Emerson’s and Michel Foucault’s philosophies in The 

American Evasion of Philosophy; third, I attend to the ways in which racism and white 

supremacy relate to the religious categories of sin and sinfulness—an argument that comes about 

through West’s interpretation of Reinhold Niebuhr’s understanding of original sin. I conclude 

with a consideration of J. Kameron Carter’s critique (Carter’s word is “refutation”) of West’s 

philosophy of race. Carter concludes that West’s philosophy of race neither provides “insight 

into the mechanisms by which…modern racism and the idea of white supremacy move [from] 

epistemic possibility…into discursive actuality” nor answers “the question of whether modern 

racism and the idea of white supremacy emerged contingently or of necessity.” Reading West on 

race through the lens of pragmatism, as Carter does (Carter labels West a “Princeton 

Pragmatist”!), makes these two criticisms possible. Reading West’s philosophy of race as part of 

what I call his Tragic Transcendentalism, however, provides both philosophical (Emersonian 

Transcendentalism) and theological (Niebuhrian tragedy) responses to Carter’s “refutation.” 


